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Abstract: Detennining the Jincar and the convex scparabiti ty of the classcs are in
tercsting questions in the data exploration phase of building intelligent 
classií1er ín this paper I propose novel algorithms for fiuding 
the answer to these questions efhciently. I demonstratc by experiments 
on real-world datasets that the algorithms compare favorably 

in n.mning time with other known methods. 
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l. lntroduction 

One of the most impcn1ant of machine learning is to provide tools for building 

intelligent that exiTact knowledge from an available set of data. The heart of 

such a system is oflen a bínary classiíler ln spam filtering or computer-aided breast 

cancer recognition). The task of the classifier is to predict the value of a high-level binary 

attribute spam l non-spam, si ck J healty) from the values of some observable, low-

level fcatures the list of words appearing in an e-mail, intenitics of an X-ray 
image). 

Ifwe have d low-level and a ll of th em are en cod ed as real numbers, then each 

observation can be represented as a point ín . Observations to the same class 

form a set of po ints. 

An important initial step of building a classifier system is exploring the data. This can 

help in choosing the appropriate classification algorithm for the problem. One typical 

question in this phasc is whether the classes arc separable from each other in the 

training set. Another interesting question is whether the classes are com:exly separahle. 

In this paper l will propose novel algorithms för answering these questions efficiently. It 
will be demonstrated by experiments on real-world datasets that the proposed algorithms 

are betterthan other known methods in tem1s of n.mning time. 
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2. Problem definition 

Assume that ·p and Q are two í1nite point sets in 

ahout scparating P and 

Acta Technica Jaurinensis 

. One may ask difterent questions 

A) fs thcre a haif-space S c such that P S and Q c 

B) ls there a convex polytope (íntcrscction 

Q 

C) For fix ed K, is the re a convcx K 

such that P c 8 and Q c S'! 

Sc suchthat ·p c 8 and 

of J( half-spaces) S 

This paper will deal wíth qm~stions A and B. They arc known as the problem of linear 

separabilit;' (A) and the problem of convex separabilí(v (B). Wc will sce that both can be 

decidcd in polynornial time. Jn contras t, answering question C is NP hard2• The easy 

caseisK = 1, w here thetaskis to detenninc Jincar separability. It is that even 

the case K =2 callcd is NP hard [1, 12]. 

Now let us by some notatlon and definítions, in order to 

the problem in more detail. Let T be a subset of . The convex hull of T denoted by 

conv(T) is the minimal convex subset of that contaíns T. If T is then conv(T) 

is a convex A convcx polytope in can be either its vertices or its 

-- n·dimensional facets. The fonner is called vertex represcntation, the latter is callcd 

hafj:space representation. Typically, the representation cannot bt• computcd in 

high dimensions, bccause the number of (d- 1)-dimensional facets is intractably large. 

Let ·p = {PI, . . ;Pm} C JRd and Q { q1 .... ,q"} be two finite point scts. 

llefinHion J. P and Q arc Q)= 0._ 

Definition 2. P and Q are convexly separable íf and only if P íl conv( Q) c-o:. 0 or Q n 
····· vl. If P arc both empty, then P and Q arc called 

mutually separable. lf Q ís empty, but P is not, then P 

is called the in ner set and Q the outer set. 

Figure l shows examples for dífferent types of scparability. No te that linear 

implics mutual convcx separability, but the reverse is not true. 
------·---··- ·-

1~1 means l& d\ S, the complement of S. 
2 H is important to no te that the d imension d is not lixed. 
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Figure l: Examples for linearly separable (a), mutually convexly separable (b), convexly 
separable (c), and convexly nonseparable (d) point sets. 

3. Algorithms for Unear separability 

The question oflinear separability can be fommlated as a linear programming problem: 

variables: w E JR.d, b E lR 

minimize: l (l) 

subject to: w:rp; +b?: +E, í= l, ... ,m 

wT q;j +b .::; ---s, j = l, ... ,n 

w here s is an arbitrary positive constant. The constmints express that the elements of P 
and Q have to be on the opposite sides of the hyperplane wT x+ b = O. P and Q are 
lineari y separable if and only if the problem is feasible. This basic and straightforward 
method will bereferred as LSEP1• 

Maybe it is a bit unusual in LSEP1 that the function to minimize is constant. By introduc
ing slack variables we can obtain a formutation that has a non-constant objective function, 
and that always has a feasible and bounded solution: 

variables: w E lRd. b E R 8 E JR.rn, t E JRn 
m n 

minimize: L si + L t j 
i=l j=l 

subject to: WT Pi+ b?: +c- .s;, si ?: O, ·i '= l, ... ,Tn 
T w Qj +b.::; -s +ti, t 1 ?':O, j= l, ... ,n 

(2) 

P and Q are linearly separable if and only if the solution is 8 = O, t = O. Linear 
programming can be solved in polynomial time e.g. by using Karmarkar's algorithm 
[9], therefore linear separability can be decided in polynomial time. 
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The dual of the formuJation as ) is the following: 

variables: a 

+ " /ij) 
j coe l 

(3) 

subject to: 

n, ~:': O, ,B ? O 

feasíble. If o: and {3 are not zero vectors, then the con-
and Q) have a common point. P and Q arc 

if the solution is a O, f.J O .. If P and Q arc not Jinearly 
separable, then the solution is unbounded. 

!t is natural to introducea slightly modified version of (referred as ): 

va ri ab les: a r:: Ií·~ 'n, ;3 rttn 

maximize: E 

n \ 
) 

n 

subject to: 

'f(i TI~ 

O;== 2: l, o:, ? o. ,!3 o 
.J=l 

The difference from LSEPí is that now the components must sum to l in a and ·p 
and Q arc lineady if and only if the problem is infeasible. If P and Q arc not 
linearly separable, then the problem has a feasible solution. 

as LSEP2 ) tri es totind a hype r-
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plane with small nonn: 

variables: w,v E R.d, b E R. 
d 

minimize: L(wk ·+- vk:) 
k=l 

subject to: (w- v)T Pi+ b ~ +E, 
(w-v)T~ +b::::_: -é, 

w~ o, v~ o 

(5) 

i= L ... ,m 

j =l, . .. ,n 

P and Q are Jinearly separable if and only if the problem is feasible. The price of penalíz
ing the Ll norm of w and v is that LSEP2 has (nearly) twice as many variablesas LSEP1. 

W e will see that this extra computational cost can pay off in certain cases. 

The duaJ ofLSEP2 (referred as LSEP~i) is the following: 

variables: a E R.m, j3 E R.n 

( 
m n ) 

maximize: E. t; o~; + ~ fJJ · (6) 

rn 'n 

subject to: -- l ::::_: L ni Pi -- L ,B J <lJ ::::_: l 
i=l j=l 

rn n 

L(.\';= Lf3J, a,~ o, f3 ~o 
i=l j=l 

where l denotes the aU-one vector. P and Q are Jinearly separable if and only if the 
solution is a = O, f3 = O. 

Finally, a quadratic programming based formuJation (re ferred as LSEP s) is the following: 

variables: w E R. d, b E JR, s E Rm, t E ]R n 

1 (rn n ) minimize: 2 wT w +C Ls; +L tj . 
. í~-~,1 j=l 

(7) 

subject to: wT p;+ b~ +l---s.;, s.; ~O, i:::::: L ... ,m 

wT<~1 +b::::-l+f.i• t.i:;::o, f=l, ... ,n 

Note that this is equivalent with Jincar support vector machine (SVM) [4] training. P 
and Q are Jinearly scparab le if and only íf there exist a· C > O for which the solution 
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has the following property: s 1 •. < 1. Jn it is not possible to 

check this properly for all (} for reasonably large one. Thercí(wc, we cannot 

on the answer, ifLSEPs says no. Obviously, introdtKing the term ~wT w 
into the function makes the optimization problem harder. The ratíonalc behind 

this formuJation is that for Jincar SVM training there ex ist effidem specialized algorithms 
( e.g. sequentia l m inimal optim ization l lJ]), and fine-tuned sofhvare containing t hem (e.g. 

svm·light libsvm [5]l. 

3J. Proposed new metbods 

The in one step. Here l propose 

a novcl approach (referred as LSEPX) that is incremental: 

l. Let and Q t, . . . he two a systcms of sets sue h that 

P and Q1 '· ·C QL =Q. 

2. Fork: .c= L, ... 

- Check whether Pk and arc 
of this is a yes or no answer and a scparating 
the auswer is yes. 

- lfthe ans·wer is no, then 'P and Q arc not scparab le. 

The result 
O if 

- Ifthe hyperplanc 
scparab le. 

x + bk O scparates P and Q, then P and Q arc 

can he called the actíve sets in the k-th iteratíon. The !ast iteration is 

wi th tht full problem. The of the approach is that then; is a chance of 

getting the answer bcforc the last iteration. there is no guarantec for that. A 

reasonable heuristíc for the active sets is the fol!owing: 

L , Q1 • randommin{d,!'PI} and } element subsetsof P and Q. 

2. At the A>·th iteration: 

- For each x E P U Q calcuiatc 6~r , l.)( l)l{xFO} x t· ) ,._. ' . ~ . 

_,. Denote the set of ik points with smallest r\k values by 

Q). 

Thus, in each iteration the poínts with largest "errors" arc added to the actíve sets. Some 

possihle choices för lk arc ~fk c l, ik o= d, or ·yk ,., 2kd. 
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A possible disadvantage of LSEPX is that points arc never removed from the active scts. 

As a conscqucncc, the actíve sets may contain redundant which can increase 

running time. On the other hand, if wc allow removals from the actíve sets without re

strictions, then thcre is no guarantee for stopping. A simple solution to the dilemma is to 

allow rcmoving po ints only once. 

The modified version of LSEPX (rcfeiTed as LSEPY) defincs the activc setsas follows: 

L P1 , Q1 <--random miufd, } and min{d,! } clement snbsets ofP and 

2. A t the k-th itcration: 

-- For eae h x E P U Q calcuiatc bk( x) x+ b)( -

- Dcnotc the set of lk points with smaHest Ó~>; valucs by Uk. 

- Den o tc the set of po ín ts wíth (Íf, value greaterthan E 2 > o by v h:. 

+-- \ , in order to avoid multiple removals. 

Denote the elcment of'}/ and Q wi th mínimal !lk value by p' and q'. Rem ov e 

and q 1 ti:om in order to keep at least I point from P and 

u 

It is also possiblc to introdnec an incrcmental mcthodbased on the dual based formuJation 

. The outline of the (referred as LSEPZ) is the fc,!lowing: 

L Crcate redneed versions of P and Q by keeping only ~1 randomly selceted comdi

natcs (featurcs). Denole the resuit by P 1 and Q 1 . 

2. For J,·= l, ... n.: 

Check whethcr pk and arc using LSEPJ. The result of this step 

is a yes or no answcr and an o: and a f3 vector, if the answer is no. 

- If the answer is yes, then 'P and Q are Jinearly separable. 

- lfthe answer is no, then: 

* IfP~;; P and -- Q, then P and Q arc not Jinearly separable. 

* Calcuiatcs "=' ft; p; where Pi-s and qj-s arc from the 

original P and Q scts. 

* Denotc the coordinates with largest f valucs by Uk. 

* · Dcfine pk+ 1 and as the extension of ph and QA- wíth the coordi-

nates in U". 
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It is interesting to observe that the dual based LSEPZ is not perfectly ''symmetric" to the 
previous two primal based approaches. While LSEPX and LSEPY arc able to achieve 
a speedup both in the sepamble and the nonseparable case, LSEPZ is capable of that 
only in the nonseparable case. Note that only LSEPi can be used among the dual based 
basic methods in LSEPZ, since LSEPi and LSEP2 can have unbounded solution in the 
nonseparable case. 

Finally, I would like to mention that it is possihle to define hybrid methods (referred as 
LSEPZX and LSEPZY) based on the previous algorithms: 

l. Run LSEPZ and try to reduce the number of coordinates (features). 

2. If the answer of LSEPZ is yes, then run LSEPX or LSEPY on the reduced dataset 

4. Algorithms for convex separability 

Recall that P an& Q arc called convexly separable, if and only if P n conv( Q) = 0 or 
Q n conv(P) = 0. Without lossof generality assume that we want to decide whether 
Q n conv(P) is empty. The other property can bechecked exactly the same way. 

At first we overview a naive approach with exponential time complexity: 

l. Compute a half-space representation of conv(P). This yields wk-s and bk-s (k = 
l, ... ,r) suchthat conv(P) ={x E JR:d: wJ"x;:::: b1 .... ,w;'x 2: b,.}. 

2. Q í! conv(P) =0 if and only ifmaxj=l, ... ,71 {mínk=1, ... ,r{wf <lj-·- b~J} <O. 

The problem with this algorithm is that the size of h~tlf-space representation T typicaily 
grows exponentially with d. 

The methods presented from now will all have polynomial time complexity. A basic and 
straightforward approach (referred as CSEP) is to separate each element of Q from P 
individually. The primalbased version of the algorithm is the following: 

L U <--- 0, q +-·· a random element of Q. 

2. For k = l, ... ,n: 

294 
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- lfthc answer is no, then P and Q are not convexly separable. 

-- If the answcr is yes, then: 

c I fU Q, then P and Q arc convcxly separable 

* For cach x f"c Q\ U calculate x b,). 

,, If the smallest /i" value is greaterthan O, then P and Q are convexly scpa

rab le. 

* Add the point with smalicst valuc to U. 

The d nal based version of CSEP is the followíng: 

l. For A: 1, ... ,n: 

- Check w hether P and { qk} arc 
or LSEPZ. The result of this 

separable using LSEP1, LSEP{ LSEP2, 

- If the answcr is no, then P and Q arc not convexly separab!e: 

2. P and Q are convexly scparable. 

Note that the pr'imai based version is ablc to finish in Iess than n iterations both in the 

and the nonseparable case. In contrast, the dual based version always runs [Q l 
itcratíons, if P and Q are comexly separable. 

4.L Proposed new methods 

At first J íntroduce a fast algorithm (re ferred as CSEPC) that pcrfonns approximate comrex 

separation: 

l. V <---- 0. 81, ... . 8.11 <-- oc. 

2. Compute the centroici of P as p ' - 1k (p 1 +· 
3. Choose qk, from Q suchthat k "'" arg 

4. If &k :::.::O, then return V. 

5. Compute w <-- (p - qk p - <v, and b , __ 

6. v +- v u { (w .b)}. 

+Pm)· 

}. 

T . 
l, .. ,,m,{w Pd· 

7. For allsj >O: .SJ+-- min{sj, wTqj- b}. Bk+-- O. 

8. Go to step 4. 
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The idea of the algorithm is to define hyperplanes by connecting the elements of Q wi th 
the centroid of P, and translate the hyperplanes to the boundary of conv(P). Therefore 
the algorithm can be called the centroid method. The centroid method is often able to 
separate most of the elemeats of Q from conv(P). However, it does not guarantee to find 
a convex scparation even for for convexly separable point sets. 

Now I propose an exact algorithm (referred as CSEPX) that uses the centroid method as 
a preprocessor: 

l. Run CSEPC on P, Q. The result of this step is a set of weight-bias pairs V = 
{(whbl), ... , 
(w,.,br)}andasetofnotseparatedpoints Q'= {q E Q: minbl, ... ,r{wlq+-bk}? 
O}. 

2. Run CSEP on P, Q'. The result of this step is a yes or no answer A indicating 
whether Q' n conv(P) is empty, and a set ofweight-bias pairs W, if the answer is 
yes. 

3. If A. is no, then answer no. If A. is yes, then answer yes and return V U W. 

In many practical cases CSEPX can achieve a large speedup over the other presented 
methods. The efficiency of the algorithm will demonstrated by experiments in the Ex
periments section. I remark that an earlier version of the proposed CSEPC and CSEP X 
approaches appeared in [14]. 

5. Experiments 

This section describes experiments with the previous algorithms on real-world datasets. 
The first part will be about determining and analyzing the type of separability in the given 
datasets. Then the second part will compare the rnnning timesof the algorithms. 

5.1. Datasets 

The datasets involved in the experiments were the following: 

• VOTES: This dataset is part of the UCI (University of Califomia, lrvine) machine 
learning repository [3], which is a weil known collection of benchmark problems 
for testing machine learning algorithms. The datasei indudes votes for each of the 
U.S. House of Representatives Congressmen on the d 16 key votes identified 
by the Congressional Quarterly Almanac (98th Congress, 2nd session, 1984). The 
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Congressional Quarterly Almanac lists ninc different types ofvotes: voted for, paired 

for, and announced for (thcse threc arc encoded as l), voted against, paired against, 

and announccd against (th cse threc arc encoded as l), vo ted prcsent, voted presen t 

to avoid contlict of intcrest, and did not vote or otherwise make a position known 

(these three arc cncoded as O). The dataset contains M 2 classcs (dernocrat or 

republican) and n 4:35 examples (267 democrat, 168 rcpublican ). 

• WISCONSIN: This dataset is also part of the UCl machine learning repository. lt 

was originally obtained fl·om the University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison, Wis

consin. The task to solve is to detenninc the benignness or malignancy (M 2) of 

tumors based on d = 9 features cxtracted from mammograms. After removing ex

amples with feature valucs the number of examples is n == G8~l (444 benign, 

239 malignant). 

"' MNIST28: This dataset is the training set part of the MNJST handwrittcn digit 

recognition database [l O]. The d == 784 fcatures represent pixel intensities of 28 x 28 

sízed images. The classes arc assodated with the digits, therefore the number of 

dasses is Af 10. The number of cxamples is n 60000 (5923 zeros, 6 742 ones, 

595 8 twos, 6131 5421 5918 6265 scvens, 5851 eights, 

5949 nines). Figure 2 shows some example images from the database. The dataset 

is sparsc, the average of O as a feature val u e is 80.9 'Yo. 

"" MNIST14: This dataset was extractcel from the MNIST28 by reducing image size 

to 1A x l4 Intensity values of the 14 x 1,1 images w ere obtained by averag

ing intcnsities in the 2 x 2 part of the original image. ·rhe average 

fi:equency O as a featurc value is 74.4% 

e MNlST7: This dataset was extractcd from the MNIST28 by reducing image size to 

7 x 7 pixels. Intensity valucs of the 7 x 7 images wcre obtained by averaging inten

sities in the concspond ing '1 x 4 part of the ori g inal image. The average frequency 

of O as a feature val u e is 62.3 % 

• MNIS'f4: This dataset was extracted from the MNIST28 by reducíng image size to 

4 x 1 pixels. Intens i ty val u es of the ,4 x 'l images wcre obtained averaging intcn

sitíes ín the corresponding 7 x 7 part of the original image. The average frequency 

of O as a featurc value is 41.3% 

If wc want to rdcr to the subset of an MNIST dataset containing 

then wc will use postfix /AB (e.g. MNIS'f04/49). 

5.2. Algorithms 

classes A and B, 

For determining linear separabilíty the föllowing basic algorithms were tested: 
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'S10~*1 7YI 
o\ 2 'l't:t:J !'51 
2Cf t l Co '4-~8 

2: from the MNIST28 database. 

• lSEP1 : The most straightforward, li near programming based method. It tri es to fi n d 
an scparating {see page 3 for the details). 

: The.dual formulation of page 

: A modifled version of LSEP~ (see page 

• LS E P 2: An alternative !in car programming based method that tri es to fi n d a solution 
with small norm page 

: The dual fönnuJation of page 

• The support vector machine based method (see page In the 
it w as used wi th C 10b. 

AlJ of these algorithms try to answer the question w hetber two sets arc 
scparahic or not. The prima! based methods , LSEP2) arc constructíve in the 
sensethat they also provide a hyperplane, if the answer is yes. The dual based 
mcthods and cannot do this, but they arc ab le to output an 
verit1able proof; if the answer is no. The parametcr was set to 0.001 in the 
experiments. 

The support vector based approach ) can be considered as an approximate 
'"~'""J"' because C cannot be set to :x, thcref(m: the answer is not reliablc in 
the nonscparable case. 

For detennining línear separability the following enhanced algorithms were tested: 

• LSEPX1, LSEPX2 : The first proposed method (see page 6). Ittries to solvc the 
problem incrcmentaily. The index indicates which basic method is 
used for solving subproblems. 
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• l.SEPY 1, ISI•~P'(2 : The moditled version ofthe previous method (see page 7). It 
!ries to turther nxJuce running time by removing points from the actíve sets. 

• LSEPZ: Adualbased aiternalive of the previous two (see page 7). It uscs 
for selving subproblems. l t can be ab le to reduce the number of featurcs in 

the Jinearly separable case. 

*' LSEPZX1 , LSEPZX:J, LSEPZY1 , LSEPZY 2 : A hybrid method that tri es to rcducc 
the number offeatures with LSEPZ first, and then runs , LSEPX2 , LSEPY 1, 

or on the reduced datasel (see page 

The variantsof LSEPX, LSEPZX and LSEPZY are constructive methods, while 
LSEPZ is not. LSEPX and LSEPY was always run wíth ~1k ·.····d. The parameter 
was sct to 0.001 and E 2 to 0.002. 

For determining convex the following were tested: 

c. 2 , cs·EP z 1·2 : line ar programming 
based approach that tries to separate eaeh outcr point from the inner set individu
ally page 8). The indices indieatc which prinuti based method ís used for the 
individuallincar 

• CSEf'2, CSEP;;;: The dua! based version of the the prcvious approach (see page 
The indiccs indieatc which dual based method is used for the individnal Jincar 

• CSEPC: Propused method {or approximate convex scparation page 9). It con-
sidcrs the lines connecting the centro id of the inncr set w itb the outer points. and 

hyperplanes pcrpendicular to thesc lines. 

• CSEPXn, CSEPXz.n, CSKPXz: Proposed 
mcthod tor !nst and exact convex scparation page l At first ittries to reduce 
the size of the outer set by applying and then it rum; a variant of CSEP on the 
redneed dataset The indiccs indieatc which version of CSEP is used in the sccond 
phase. 

All algorithms were impJemented in Python [ 15], the numerica1 (NumPy) [2] and 
the scientitk (SciPy) [8] modules. The intemal linear solver was the pri-
mal simplex method of the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [.ll]. GLPK was 
uccessed from Python via the PyGLPK interface [6]. The int(:mal suppmi vector machine 
implementation was libsvm [5]. The hardware environmentwasa notebook PC wíth Intel 
Pentium M 2 GHz CPU and l Gb memory. 
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5.3. Types of separahility 

As wc have seen previously, ifwe have point sets P and 

ditferent types ofseparabilíty between them: 

P and Q arc (convexly) inseparable, if P n 

Acta Technica Jaurinensis 

then it is possihle to define 

/- 0 and Q com'(P) ic 0. 

· 'P and Q arc convcxly scparab le., if P Q) '· (íl or Q n 

P and Q arc mutually convexly separable, if P Q) vl and Q n 
cc= vt 

·p and Q arc (1 í1. 

Note that and implies therefore can be considered as the 

as the weakcst type of Also observe that is the oppo-

ln the followíng experiments the type of separability is detennined for each of classes 

in the given datasets. At first, Jincar separability was checked with the LSEPZ method. If 

the point sets were not then also convex scparability >vas checked with 

the mctho(l. 

The type of separability in the VOTES and the WISCONSIN datasct tum ed out to be 

The results for the MNIST28 datasct can be seen in TableL for the MNIST 14 datasct in 

Table 2, for the .MNIST7 dataset in Table 3, and for the MNIST4 dataset in Table 4. 

ln the cast~ of the MNIST28 dataset 38 of the ar e and 7 arc 

This means thatthe majority of the 2-class subproblems are IiiJcarly separabíe, therefore 

it would be rcasonable to usc simple ifwe wanted to build classifiers. 

If w e reduce the of the images, then it is natural to that the subproblems will 

becomc Iess separable. ln the case ofthc MNISTl4 dataset 18 of the subprob!cms arc 

and 27 are In the case of the MNIST7 datasct 2 of the subproblcms are and 

43 arc 82-type. In the case of the J:v1NIST4 dataset 2 of the subproblcms arc 3 arc 

-and 40 are 80-type. An observation is that (mutual convex separabílity) 

oceurs more frequently than 81 (non-mutual convex separability). 

lftwo point set arc not convexly separable (or not mutually convcxly separable), then it is 
natural to ask that how far they arc from convex separability (mutual comrex separabilíty), 

A possihle measure ofinseparability is Tp Q '= !P (1 the number ofpoints from 

P that are contained in the convex hull 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

Class l 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Tab le l: 
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Class 2 

of scparab i li ty in the MNIST2R dataset 

Class 2 

4 5 6 7 8 9 

-·-----·--------------
6 

------------------·----------
7 

8 

Table 2: of scparab i li ty in the MNIST 14 dataset 
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Class l Class 2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

o 
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5 
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7 

8 

Table 3: Typesof separability in the MNIST7 dataset 

Class l Class 2 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Tab le 4: Types of separability in the MNIST4 dataset 
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Class l Class 2 
----------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

o 5 923 57 36 67 3 110 22 () 389 21 

36 6 742 43 228 14 21 14 126 260 109 

2 6 5 958 34 o 3 3 4 16 .2 

3 74 151 613 l 7 65 o 1.19 41 58 

4 o 13 15 4 5 842 27 17 102. 9 490 

5 8 34 4 5421 5 ll 27 !3 

6 5 7 22 o 7 8 5918 o 13 2 

7 17 7 44 50 o 626 5 4 372 

8 273 310 162 498 2 458 9 69 5851 160 

9 2 66 5 129 933 42 3 945 65 5 949 

Table 5: Number of examples from Class l contairred in the convex hull of Class 2 in the 
MNIST4 dataset 

The original versionsof the presented convex separability algorithms are not able to deter
rninc the value of LpQ, because they exit when the first inseparable outer point is found. 
However, it is trivial to modify the algorithms so that they calcuiatc Ip Q. We just have to 
introduce a counter for the inseparable outer po ints and not exit when we find one. 

The Ip Q values for the MNIST4 dataset calculated by modified CSEPXx2 are shown in 
Table 5. It is tme to a certain degree that digit pairs considered to be more similar by 
humans have higher values. For example, there are 490 fo urs in the convex hull of nines 
and 933 nines in the convex hull offours, but only l seven in the convex hull ofzeros and 
O zeros in the convex hull of sevens. 

5.4. Running times 

5.4.1 Linear separability 

The mnning times of basic methods for detennining linear separability can be seen in 
Tab le 6. W e get a measure of relative efficiency, if w e rank the algorithms by nmning time 
for each problem, and then calculate the average rank of each algorithm 3. Aceording to 

31fthere is a tie from position A to position B, then therankis considered as (i1 + B)í2. 
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Problem Running time (seconds) 

VOTES 0.089 O.ü35 0.039 0.134 0.034 >1800 
--------·----------·-·-----------------------.. --

WISCONSIN Q 
iJ] 0.177 0.033 0.034 0.228 0.032 >1800 ______ .. __________________________ _ 

MN!ST04/24 

MNlS'f04/49 

MNIST07/0l 

!VíNIST07/02 

MNISTl4101 

MNlSTl4/02 

MNIST2R/Ol 

So 

122.0 

87.3 

259.7 

310.1 

744.0 

872.0 

>!800 

!.()l 0.89 

0.94 0.91 

2.10 2.0(í 

2.54 2.59 

9.56 9.60 

13.0 !4.8 

97.9 107.7 

t35.9 Ul3 >1800 

97.0 0.87 >1800 

299.6 2.03 15.1 

333.1 2.59 >1800 

lO !0.3 9.91 19.7 

1243.5 14.9 >1800 

1800 56.3 36.3 

MNIST28/02 >1800 232.7 232.2 >1800 179.9 52.7 

Table 6: timcs of basic for linear separability. 

this measure the order of basic methods on the problems is the fo!lowing: I. LSEP2 

(l. 95), 2. LSEPj (2.2). 3. LSEP;t- (2.45), 4. LSEPt 5. LSEPs (4.6), 6. 

The first 3 mcthods are the dual based ones. The fastest based mcthod was LSEP1 . 

It is that sometimes was the fastest however its perlormanec 

was not very stable. The numing time of LSEPs was more than 1800 seconds in evcry 

linearly nonseparable case (and even in some linearly separable 

The running timesof the proposed incrememal algorithms (LSEPX, LSEPY, and LSEPZ) 

arc shown ín Tablc 7. The order of the methods aceording to the average rank measure is: 

l. LSEPX2 (2.3), 2. LSEPY 2 (2.5), 3. LSEPX1 (2.6), 4. LSEPY1 5. LSEPZ (4.2). 

!f we considcr the average running time instead of the average rank, then the superior

ity ofLSEPX2 and LSEPY2 is even stronger. For cxample, on the MNIST14/0l dataset 

LSEPX2 was 12 times fasterthan LSEPX1, and LSEPY2 was 17 timestaster t han LSEPY 1. 

Recall that among the basic mcthods LS EP 2 was always slower than LSEP1 (since LS EP 2 

tries to finda small norm solution, and uses nearly twice as many variables to achieve this). 

lt is interesting to see that it can pay off to apply the siower basic method in the increme n-
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Problem Running time {seconds) 
··--·-··------------------------------------------------------· 

LSEPX1 LSEPX2 LSEPY1 LSEPY2 LSEPZ 

V OT ES •• ~f;• 0.029 0.041 0.029 0.038 0.11 

WISCONSIN 0.049 0.031 0.048 0.055 0.081 

MNIST04/24 0.27 0.28 0.47 0.37 2.63 

MNIST04/49 0.26 0.36 0.36 0.36 2.37 

MNIST07/0l .··s3 1.08 0.68 1.55 0.69 4.52 

MNIST07/02 0.39 0.49 0.67 1.57 12.7 

MNIST14/0l B 3 31.2 2.44 36.2 2.10 7.45 

MNIST14/02 82 5.38 3.59 5.67 4.78 133.5 

MNIST28/0l Sa >1800 388.0 >1800 88.1 14:8 

MNIST28/02 s3 >1800 640.6 >1800 284.9 143.2 

Tab le 7: Running times of LS EP X, LSEPY, and LS EP Z .. 

tal algorithm. The reason for that is that the hyperplanes found by LSEPz have larger 
margin, and therefore Iess of them are needed. 

On the 1argest datasets (MNIST28/0 l and MNIST28/02) LSEPY 2 was significantly faster 
than LSEPX2 . This demonstratcs that removing points from the active setscan convey 
large speedups in certain cases. It can also be observed that on the largest datasets the 
dual based LSEPZ was the fastest method, while on the other datasets it was the slowest 
one. 

The running timesof the proposed hybrid algorithms (LSEPZX and LSEPZY) are shown 
in Tab le 8. The order of the methods aceording to the average rank is: l. LSEPZY 2 (1. 9), 
2. LSEPZX1 (2.25), 3. LSEPZX2 (2.6), 4. LSEPZY2 (3.25). The differences between 
the running times are not as drastic as in the previous experiments. This is because the 
first step of the algorithm is the sam e in each case: running LSEPZ and possibly reducing 
the number of features. The unique second step is run only on the reduced dataset 

lfwe compare prima! based basic methods with the proposed ones, then it tums out that 
the proposed algorithms are better. Typically, the speedup factor between a basic method 
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Problem 

VOTES 

WISCONSIN 

MNIST04/24 2.61 2.96 3.01 2.70 

MNIST04/49 So 2.39 2.49 2.37 2. 74 
--·-----·· ------"----·~-----~~-~

 

MNIST07/0l S:í 5.70 5.40 5.54 5.17 
----------------

MNIST07/02 s'2 12.7 12.9 12.6 13.6 

MNISTl4/0l S:" l 0.2 6.3 15.9 8.24 
-----··--------- -----~---· ----

MNlST14/02 136.1 !51.2 !60.5 161.0 
-·-·---

MNIST28/0Í 26.1 27.0 31 J 15.5 

.MN !ST28/02 338.1 228.8 378.0 215.0 
·---·-----

Table 8: Running tímes ofLSEPZX and LSEPZY 

and i ts corresponding LSEPX/LSEPY /LSEPZX/LSEPZY variant is greater th an l 00. 

The dual based basic methods , LSEPi and LSEP~) arc sometimes faster 

th an the proposed LSEPXJLSEPY /LSEPZX/LSEPZY algorithms, but ín contrast with the 

proposed methods they do not constmct a hyperplane in the case. 

5.4.2 Convex separabmty 

The nmning times of basic methods for deterrnini n g convcx scparability can be secn in 

Table 9. Each experiment consisted oftwo nms: at first the first class was the inner seL 

and then the second. The numbers shown in the tablc are the summed rurming timcs of 

the two runs (given in seconds). 

The order of the basic methods aceording to the average rank measure is: 1. CSEP x 2 

(2.15), 2. CSEPn (2.45), 3. CSEPz.n (2.75). 4. CSEPzy2 (3.45), 5-6. CSEPz, CSEP z 
(5.1). The d ua l based methods (CSEP2 and CSEP z) perfonned much worsc than the other 

ones. This is because the dual based methods arc not ab le to cut more than l ou ter point 

in 1 iteration. None of the basic methods was ab!e to finishon MNIST28/02 in less than 
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Problem Running time (sN~onds) 

VOTES 

WISCONSIN 0.62 0.53 0.92 5.42 4.13 
·---~-----------· ---

MN!ST(W24 44.0 49.4 !36.8 143A >1800 > 1800 

MNJST04/49 5.65 J 1.8 24.7 

MN!ST07i01 !0.8 29.2 29.4 >ll\00 >1800 
----·-··-------------· 

MNlST07!02 58.8 152.6 170.3 >l 800 1800 

MNIST14/0I 54.6 5 U\ 6H.7 67.8 >1800 >1800 
··-···------·-------·-·------·---

MN!ST14/02 > IHOO 1800 310.5 375.! >líiOO >1800 

IvlN!ST28/0l >1800 >]g()() 221.:\ 222.4 >l800 >!800 

MNiST28l02 .> 1800 >lí\00 >1800 >1800 >1800 >l ilO() 

Table 9: timesof basic algorithms for detennining convex separahility. 

l 800 seconds. 

The proposed CSEP X approach consíst of two at flrst the outer set is pruned by 

nmning the centroid and then a basic method (CSEP) is run on the 

pruned dataset. The more outcr points CSEP C can c ut, the snmller problem the CSEP step 

has to sol ve, th erdore the elflciency"" of the CSE PC can great ly influence 

the rwming time of CSEPX. 

'Htb!<~ l O shows the of ou ter c ut by CSEPC for eae h dataset (In eae h 

cell the values of the corresponding 2 runs arc averaged.) Wc can see that the pruning 

efllciency was typicaily high on the given problems: in 8 cases it was greaterthan 90 

and ín 3 cases it was l 00 %. 

The numing ti mcs of the CSEPC and CSEP X methods can be seen in ·rab le ll 

and Tabk 12. The order of CSEPX variants aceording to the average measure rank is: 

1-2. 3. (3.75), 4. (4.05), 5. 
(4.15), 6. CSEPXzn (4.25). The ditlerence between the timesis smallcr than in 

the case of basic mcthods, síncc each CSEPX variant runs CSEPC as the first step. 

Ifwe compare the best basic rncthod (CSEPx2 ) with the bcst proposed one (CSEPX).; 2), 
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Problem Pruning efficiency Problem Pruning effici en ey 

V OT ES :~;r, 98.92% MNIST07/02 82 98.91% 

WISCONSIN 93.24% MNIST14/0l 83' 99.99% 

MNIST04/24 ,~a: 47.62% MNISTI4/02 }:)z 100% 

MNIST04/49 &,'lJwo!\ 12.69% MNIST28/0l 100% 

MNIST07/0l S:t 99.73% MNIST28/02 100% 

Tab le l O: Percentage of outer points cut by the centroid method (CSEPC). 

Problem Running time Problem Running time 

VOTES 0.043 MNIST07/02 1.69 

WISCONSIN :·~$1~~ 0.041 MNlST14/0l 0.40 

MNIST04/T4 St 11.3 MNIST14/02 Sz 2.47 

MNIST04/49 ;;9,~ 15.2 MNIST28/0I 83 0.85 

MNTST07/0l S':~ 0.26 MNIST28/02 S:} 6.26 

Table ll: Running timesofthe centroid method (CSEPC). 

then we can observe the following: In the case of the S0-typed MNIST04/49 problem 
the basic method wa..<> ~5 times taster, and in the case of the S1-typed MNIST04/24 it 
was slightly iaster. This sitnation can b ap pen, because CSEP x 2 ex i ts inunediately after 
finding an inseparable outer point, while the CSEPC step ofCSEPXx2 cannot do this. In 
every other cases, CSEPX.n was fasterthan CSEPx2, often with ordersof magnitude. 
For example, in the case of 83-typed MNIST14/0l the speedup factor was "'60, and 
in the case of MNIST28/0 l it was more than 2000. In tenns of average and maximal 
running time the proposed CSEPXx2 method is far betterthan CSEP x 2, indicating that 
the performanec of the proposed method is more stable. 

6. Coneiusion 

In this paper, I proposed novel algorithms for determining thelinearand the convex separa
bility of point sets. First, I investigated the possibility of deciding linear separability wi th 

' an incremental method. l suggested a linear progranuning based dircet method (LSEP2) 
that has favorable properties for being applied as a component of an incremeutal solution, 
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Problem Running time (seconds) 
-------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------

CSEPXx2 CSEPXy2 CSEPXzx2 CSEPXzy2 CSEPX:, CSEP X z 

VOTES 0.14 0.17 0.24 0.26 0.080 0.13 

WISCONSIN 0.60 0.53 0.80 0.84 0.51 0.61 

MNIST04/24 53.9 51.4 111.6 116.8 >lROO >1800 

MNIST04/49 22.2 23.8 50.4 44.2 >1800 >1800 

MNIST07/0l 3.21 3.48 11.6 12.0 20.3 13.1 

MNIST07i02 21.0 20.1 58.4 58.5 125.5 62.2 

MNIST14l01 0.86 0.86 1.18 1.25 !.98 1.04 

MNIST14/02 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 

MNIST28i01 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 

MNJST28i02 6.26 6.26 6.26 6.26 6.26 6.26 

Tab le 12: Running tim es of enhanced algorithms for determining convex separability. 

and I proposed heuristics (LSEPX, LSEPY, LSEPZX, LSEPZY) for choosing the actíve 

constraints and variables of the next iteration. 

Second, l gave an approximate algorithm with low time requirement (CSEPC) and an 

exact algorithm with low expected time requirement (CSEPX) for the convex scparation 

of two point sets. Third, I demonstrated by experiments on real-world datasets that the 

proposed algorithms compare favorably in running time with other known methods. 
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